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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
-This report presents the sensitometric data obtained from all rolls of
Skylab I original film containing sensitometric exposures applied by
the Photographic Technology Division. A summary is provided that identifies
the supply and take-up magazine numbers, the amount of radiation, and the
change in Dmax or Base + Fog due to heat and radiation for each roll of
original film.
G. Martinez, J. Retzlaff, T. Aubry, and U. J. Thornton assisted in compiling
the data for this report.
SECTION II
SKYLAB I (1/2) FILM RADIATION SUMMARY
SUPPLY TAKE-UP FILM FILM RADIATIONt COLOR-DMAX COLOR-DMAX CHANGE IN
MAGAZINE MAGAZINE TYPE SIZE .. PCD* . DOSE~RADS ...... B&W. -B+F - - B&W -B+F DENSITY DUE
C....................ONTROL .. .  FLIGHT 'FILM TO HEAT + RADIATION
CI 01 CI 02 SO-168 16mm A mod. 1.06 3.11 2.50 - 0.61
CI..02 MT 02 SO-168 16mm A mod. 0-.829 3.11 2.44 - 0.67
CI 03 MT 10 SO-168 16mm A mod. 1-.09 3.11 2.38 - 0.73
CI 04 MT 01 SO-168 16mm A mod. 0.96 3.11 2.49 - 0.62
CI 05 CI 01 SO-168 16mm A mod. 1.156 3-.11 . 2.38 . - 0.73
CI 06 CI 03 SO-168 16mm A mod-. 0-.932 3.11 2.47 - 0.64
CI 07 CI 04 SO-168 16mm A mod. 0.768 3.11 2.46 - 0.65
CI 08 CI 07 SO-168 16mm A mod. 0.907 3.11 2.40 - 0.71
CI 09 .MT 03 SO-168 16mm A mod. 0.755 3.11 2.39 - 0.72
CI 10 CI 08 SO-168 16mm A mod. 0.676 3.11 2.42 - 0.69
CI 11 CI 25 SO-168 16mm A mod,
(ASA 160) 0.672 3.27 2.68 - 0.59
CI 12 CI 05 SO-168 16mm A mod. 0.690 3.11 2.42 - 0.69
CI 13 CI 10 SO-168 16mm A mod. 0.708 3.11 2.47 - 0.64
CI 14 CI 11 SO-168 16mm A mod. 0.654 3.11 2.43 - 0.68
CI 15 CI 12 SO-168 16mm A mod. 0.716 3.11 2.45 - 0.66
CI 16 CI 14 SO-168 16mm A mod., 0.635 3.11 2.49 -.0.62
CI 17 CI 06 SO-168 16mm A.mod. 0.698 3.11 2.47 - 0.64
CI 19 CI 15 SO-168 16mm A mod. 0.561 3.11 2.38 - 0.73
CI 25 MT 11 SO-168 16mm A mod. 1.194 3.11 2.69 - 0.42
CI 25 MT 05 SO-168 16mm A mod.
(ASA 160) 1.194 3.27 2.68 - 0.59
CX 01 CX 01 SO-368 16mm D 0.75 3.09 2.84 - 0.25
CX 02 CX 02 SO-368 16mm D 0.75 3.09 2.90 - 0.19
CX 03 CX 03 SO-368 16mm D 0.75 3.09 2.94 - 0.15
CX 04 CX 04 SO-368 70mm F 0.60 3.16 2.94 - 0.22
CX 05 CX 05 SO-368 70mm F 0.60 3.16 2.75 - 0.41
CX 06 CX 06 SO-368 70mm F 0.60 3.16 2.68 - 0.48
*BV 01 BV 01 '2485 16mm P 1.692 0.22 0.88 + 0.66
BV 02 BV 02 ....... 2485 16mm ''P 0.55 '0.22 0.82 + 0.60
* Process Control Designation t Data Supplied by Alva Hardy, Computation and Analysis Division
SKYLAB I (1/2) FILM RADIATION SUMMARY
SUPPLY TAKE-UP FILM FILM RADIATIONt COLOR-DMAX COLOR-DMAX CHANGE IN
MAGAZINE MAGAZINE TYPE SIZE PCD* DOSE-RADS B&W -B+F B&W -B+F DENSITY DUE
...... ............ .................................. CONTROL .... . FLIGHT FILM TO HEAT + RADIATION
UA 03 UA 03 103aO 16mm V 1.049 0.28 0.47 + 0.19
P-I 0-1 2424 70mm O 0.516 0.11 0.29 + 0.18
P-2 )-2 2424 70mm 0 0.516 0.09 0.27 + 0.18
P-3 0-3 2443 70mm r 0.516 3.17 3.07 - 0.10
P-4 .c0-4 SO-356 70mm G 0.516 2.61 2.66 + 0.05
P-5 0-5 SO-022 70mm L 0.516 0.14 0.20 + 0.06
P-6 0-6 SO-022 70mm L 0.516 0-.14 0.20 + 0.06
Q-1 X-1 2424 70mm 0 0-.585 0.09 0.22 + 0.13
Q-2 X-2 2424 70mm 0 0.585 0.09 0.22 + 0.13
Q-3 X-3 2443 70mm I 0.585 3.12 3.11 - 0.01
Q-4  X-4 SO-356 70mm G 0.585 2.65 2.66 + 0.01Q-5 X-5 SO-022 70mm L 0.585 0.18 0.21 + 0.03
SQ-6. X-6 SO-022 70mm L 0.585 0.17 0.19 + 0.02
0-1 Y-1 2424 70mm 0 0.504 0.08 0.25 + 0.17
0-2 -,Y-2 2424 70mm 0 0.504 0.09 0.26 + 0.17
0-3 Y-3 2443 70mm I 0.504 3.18 3.09 - - 0.09
0-4 Y-4 SO-356 70mm G 0.504 2.64 2.68 + 0.04
0-5 Y-5 SO-022 70mm L 0.504 0.14 0.19 + 0.05
0-6 Y-6- SO-022 70mm L 0.504 0.15 0.20 + 0.05
CI 07 CI 07 SO-242 5" H' 0.625 2.44 2.50 + 0.06
BW 01 BW 01 3414 5" U 0.653 0.20 0.25 + 0.05
BH 01 BH 01 3401 16mm T 0.761 0.07 0.26 + 0.19
BH 02 BH 02 3401 16mm T 0.658 0.07 0.22 + 0.15
SO-212 SO-212 SO-212 35mm M 1.00 0.23 0.28 .+ 0.05
CI 26 CI 26 SO-168 35mm B 0.720 2.93 2.40 - 0.53 R1#7
CI 27 CI 27 SO-168 35mm C 0.77 3.29 2.90 - 0.39 R1#4
CI 28 CI 28 . SO-168 . 35mm ... B ....... 0.696 2.93 2.49 - 0.44 R1#10
* Process Control Designation t Data Supplied by Alva Hardy, Computation and Analysis Division
SKYLAB I (1/2) FILM RADIATION SUMMARY
SUPPLY TAKE-UP FILM FILM RADIATIONt COLOR-DMAX COLOR-DMAX CHANGE IN
MAGAZINE MAGAZINE TYPE SIZE PCD* . . DOSE-RADS B&W -B+F B&W -B+F DENSITY DUE
CONTROL 'FLIGHT FILM TO HEAT + RADIATION
CI 29 CI 29 SO-168 35mm C 0.77 3.29 2.82 - 0.47 R1#5
CI 30 CI 30 SO-168 35mm C 0.77 3.29 2.92 - 0.37 R1#3
CI 31 CI 31 SO-168 35mm B 0.680 2.93 ----
CI 32 CI 32 SO-168 35mm C 0.644 3.29 2.95 - 0.34 R1#2
CI 33 CI 33 SO-168 35mm B 0.77 2.93
CI 34 CI 34 SO-168 35mm C 0.77 3.29 2.91 - 0.38 R1#1
CI 35 CI 35 SO-168 35mm C 0.77 3.29 2.90 - 0.39 R1#6
CX 21 CX 21 SO-368 35mm E 0.792 3.09 2.92 - 0.17
CX 22 CX 22 SO-368 35mm E 0.792 3.09 2.91 - 0.18
CX 23 CX 23 SO-368 70mm . F... ...... 0.792.. ..... . 3.16. 2.96 - 0.20
Process Control Designation t Da a Supplied by Alva Hardy, Computation and Analysis Division
SECTION III
ORIGINAL FLIGHT FILM SENSITOMETRY
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-28-73 CONTROL # A 1 rmm TASK El ig 1h1- E-im PREPARED BY
FILM SO-168 EMULSION # 012-01 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RPAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/100 SEC. SPEED TANKS 85 FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 5roinr TEMP OF_916&TIME _ FILTER Lisua_ IBASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 .13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL 1111ll lllll
ANALYSIS 4.0
SP GR 3.8 
3














10 1.8 -- --- --..... .. . . .. . .- - -- - 1.8
S8 16 ---- 1.6
7













LOG E -. 2
AT R.L.E.- 0
6 .96 - 10 ll ili l llllllll ll
.3 .6 .9 1.2 59 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-28-73 CONTROL # A 16mm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BY
FILM SO-168 EMULSION # 012-01 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 O K CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/100 85 3
TIME SEc. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 55000 K TEMP OF 96 TIME FILTER Stat s A BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 i5 17 19 21
CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0
SP GR 3.8 3.8SP GR
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6 .9 6 -10 lllllllllllll ll I Hiil .
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.060
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-28-73 CONTROL # A 16mm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BY
SO-168 012-01
FILM s EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR AMINSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT . 50 oK CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/100 SEc. SPEED TANKS 85 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
FILTER 55000 K TEMP F 98 TIME FILTER Visual BASE +FOG
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.4 - N -- -. 4
ABSOLUTE .2 -. 2-
LOG E
AT R.L.E. 0
6.961.2 1.5 1.8 .1 4 2.7 3.0
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.061
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-28-73 CONTROL # A 16mm TASK Fliqht Film_ PREPARED BY__
FILM SO-168 EMULSION # 012-01 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-4 .TYPE TD504 D-MAX
1/i00o 85' 3.
TIME 1 SEC. SPEED ___TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA_
FILTER 5500_K TEMP OF98 TIME FILTER Status A BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICALi lil I IM 1 11 111111i ill 4.0
ANALYSIS 4.0 4
-- 4( -. .-
SP GR
3.6 MAG CI 15 3.pH
TA
3.2 - - 3.2
TRP -
3KBr .0 --- - 3.0KB,
21 2.8 -- _ -. 8
20
19 --- - ----- - 2.6
18
17 - 2.42.4_ _ - -- ." 2.4
16
15
2.2 - -- 2.2
14
13






-1 Red -.-- i- Blue.
S.2 1-- _1.
1.0 - 1.02 -- ___ .8
.6 1 1 1 -. 6
Technicolor -- --- - ---
.4 - - -- -- _.4
ABSOLUTE .2 2--- -
LOG E
AT R.L.E.- 0
6.96 _10 I I
.3 .6 .9 1.2 62 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE -6-28-73 CONTROL # --- TASK Flight Film PREPARED BY
FILM S0-168 EMULSION # 012-01 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR RAM INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-4 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/100 85 3
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER : 5500K TEMP OF_96TIME FILTER Visual BASE +- FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS 40 4.0
3.8 -- 3.8SP GR
3.6 ~ - MAG MT03 3.6
pH
TA 34
3.2 -- - --
TRP
KB, 3.0 3.0KBr
21 2 8 
-









1 1 . . . .















AT R.L.E. 0 -
- 1 0 I I H II Il l I l I  I l li ll l I I ll ll llI
.3 .6 .9 1.2 63 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.063
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-28-73 CONTROL # A 16mm TASOlight Film PREPARED BY
SO-168 012-01
FILM S-6 EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR AMINSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( )
2850 KME-4 T"D04ILLUMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY TYPE D-MAX
TIME 1/100 SEC. SPEED TANKS 85 FPM APERTURE SIZE_ 3 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 0 K TEMP OF 96 TIME _ FILTER Status A BASE + FOG
1 3 5 .7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL llll ll111 I
ANALYSIS









19 2.6 -- - _ .-- 
-- - __ 2.6
18
2.4 - - -I 2.4
16
15 2.2 _ - - - - ___ 2.2
14
13
12 2.0 -- Green 2.0,
11 ___,
10 1.8 -- f- -- - 8










.8 - - .8
.6 ,.6
Technicolor




-10l .6 .I 12l 1.5l T Hf 1 2H1 2. 2.
.3 .6 .9 1.2 64 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-26-73 CONTROL # D 16mm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BY Pre Exposure
FILM SO-368 EMULSION # 018-32G MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth. SPEED
ILLUMINANT 2850 ,K CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50 SEc. SPEED TANKS 34 FPM APERTURE SIZE - 3 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 0 K TEMP OF 7 5 TIME 8'-0" FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL 4
ANALYSIS
3.8 - - 3.8SP GR























4 1.2 1.23 
- - -- --- r
2








AT R.L.E.- 0 -- _
7.26 -10 imill[ 1liH Lill 1TT 1 [ 1 HI
.3 .6 .9 1.2 65 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.-
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-26-73 CONTROL # D 16mm TASK Flight Film PREPARED Bi Pre Exposure
FILM -S0-368 EMULSION # 018-32G MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MlacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 o K CHEMISTRY ME-2a TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50 34TE S C. SPEED __ TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
FILTER 55000 K TEMP OF 7 5 TIME 8'00" FILTER Status A BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
C H E M IC A L . litl.l l . 11 l 1 1 1 llllllll l lil l iI ll ll i ll l ll. lll l ll] l ll .
ANALYSIS 4.0
SP GR 3.83.8
3.6 MAG CX 01 3.6pH
3.4 .4TA
3.2 . : _
TRP 3.2









13 Red -- Blue
12 0 0 2. ,
10 1.8. 1.
9  --- -- ---
8 1.6 1 .6 
7













LOG E - .2
AT R.L.E. 0 ---- ---
-10
.3 .6 .9 1.2 66 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
S6-26-73 KYLAB 2
DATE 6-26-73 CONTROL #D 16m TASK Flight Fi.lm PREPARED BY Post Rasur-a-
FILM SO-368 EMULSION # 018-32G MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBet I SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50SEC. SPEED TANKS 34 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
FILTER 55000 KY, TEMPOF 75_TIME 8a00". FILTER BASE + FOG. -






































AT R.L.E. - 0 -
7 .26 - 10 llllll ! ll ll lll
. .6 .9 1.2 67 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-26-73 CONTROL # D 16mm TASK F1igbhtFilm PREPARED BY PoEt m osnra
FILM SO-368 EMULSION # 018-32G MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed ;NSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50 34 3
TIME _SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 550Q0K TEMP OF 75 TIME 8'00" FILTER Status A BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
• CHEMICALCHE AL I 4.0 ii 11111)1 lilllIII Ill  ll II LL I 1111111111 llil i llIt tillllI lil 1111111111 i ill ill ll llll ll I
ANALYSIS 4.0 4-
SP GR
p 3.6 -- MAG CX 01 3.6
TA 3.4 --- 
3.4


























7 .26 -10o illi illl ill lli i ll i il
S.3 .6 .9 1.2 68 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
/1 SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL # D 16mm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BY ---
SO-368 018-32G
FILM EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE --
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME_ 1 / 5 0SEc. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 0 K TEMP F 7 5  8TIME 00" VisualI - TIME FILTER- BASE + FOG -
1 3 5 '7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL 4.0
ANALYSIS 0 -
S- -- -- 3.8 - 38SP GR






21 2.8 - - _ -.
20
19 2.6 - 6
18












6 1 __ 1.4
1.2 1.2
3





ABSOLUTE . , 2
LOG E
AT R.L.E. O
-10 1. 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
.3 .6 .9 1.2 69 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL # D 16mm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BY
FILM SO-368 EMULSION # 018-32G MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT hacBeth SPEED
T2850 0ME-2AILLMINANT 2850 K CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE D-MAX1/50 34
TIME SEC. SPEED__ TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA_
FILTER 550JK TEMP OF 75 TIME 8'00" FILTER Status A BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL   C A L 1Il11111 1 !IIIll ll i [ll I il lll llI Il 1 0ll 1 1lt i l li tlllll L i1llY11 ll11 !ill 1 lil lll  I ]ANALYSIS 4.0 4..
SP GR















lo 18 - -_ - 1.8
9 Blue







1 1.0 - 1.0
.8 - .8
.6 
- -- * .6
iechnicolor




AT R.L.E.- 0 -
-10 . .i9. 7 ]l l l l l . l i2.4 2.I3I0 "
3 .6 .9 1.2 70 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
-LC c SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL # D 16rm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BY
FILM s --. EMULSION # 10 - - 20 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR IHi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
1/50 34 3TIME 1 " 5 0 SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 0 K TEMP F 75 TIME 8'00" FILTER Visual BASE + FOGH0 FILTER BASE FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21





pH MAG CX 023.
TA .- i- 3 4
TRP - 3.2TRP












8 1.6 -- I 1.6
7





1 1.0 _ 1.0
.8 _ _ _ _ ,.8
.6 __ 







-1 0 I i l 1 1 1111 111 ll I I1111111 ll ll ll llll
.3 .6 .9 1.2 71 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL # D 16mm TASK F Fim PREPARED BY _
FILM SO-368 EMULSION # 018-32G MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50 34 3
TIME 1/50SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE __ MM GAMMA
FILTER 55000 K TEMP OF75 TIME FILTER Statl~uL_ BASE + FOG




pH MAG CX 02 3.6
3.4 T. 3.4
TA
-~ -_TRP 3.2 . . - =3.2
KB 3.0 _ - 3.0




2.4 _ Blue .4
16
15
2 .2 -r e e n-2 .2
14
13 - -- Red
12 2.0 i 2.0,
11
101 .8 t----r-- -1-'- -- -- t---1-1 --- +- - -;-1-t----l 1.8
9
8 1.6 - 1.6
6.4 -1.4
ABSOLUTE 5










- 1 0 ill ll l ll il l l ll Illl llll
.3 .6 .9 1.2 72 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.072
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-26-73 CONTROL # D 16mm TASK Flight Film PREP,ARED BYPre Exoe
FILM so-368 EMULSION # 018-32G MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
1/50 34 3
TIME SEc. SPEED TANKS_ FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 0 K TEMP 0 F 75 TIME 8'00" FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
























8 1.6 --- - 1.6
7













.3 .6 .9 1.2 73 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-26-73 CONTROL # D 16m TASKFliht ilm . PREPARED BY Pre
FILM sO-368 EMULSION # 018-32G MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50SE. SPEED TANKS 3a FPM APERTURE SIZE3 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 0K TEMP OF 75 TIME 8'00" FILTER Status A BASE + FOG
1 3 5 '7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
C H E M IC A L 4 li ll ll II ll l l l III I I ll l ll ll llll l li ll ll ll H ill lll li
ANALYSIS
SP GR 3.8 3.8
3.6 - MAG CX 03 3.6pH -
3.4 -- 3.4 
TA
TRP 3.2 7 3.2
3.0 --- - _ -- ------ --- 3.0KB r
21 2.8 --- ~-
20
19 2.6 . . .L. _. .-- 2.6
18
17 2.4 2 - .4
16
15 - -- Green .- .
14 2.2 _ 2.2
13 - Redl-
12 2.0 2.0
11 -- _ -C\- . Blue












.4 , .- -- .. . 4
ABSOLUTE .2 .2
LOG E - -
AT R.L.E.- 0- ---
-10 I i ll II
.3 .6 .9 1.2 74 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2. 7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-26-73 CONTROL # D 16mm TASK F i.ghf Film PREPARED BY Post FxpMosurL
FILM SO-368  EMULSION # 018-32G MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER T-2p PROCESSOR i - Spooe INSTRUMENT Mar reth- SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50E c SPEED TNKS 34 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
FILTER 55000 K TEMP F 75 TIME 8'00" FILTER Visual BASE+ FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0
PGR 3.8 - - -3.8SP GR
3.6 - MAG CX 03. 3.6
pH
TA 3.4 3.
TRP 3.2 .- 3.2
KBr 3.0
21' -- . . - .8
20





2.2 2.2 -- .14
11
















AT R.L.E.= 0 _ ---- -
- 1 0 ll li ll l I ll l il llllllll ll i H l ill ll I li I illlill Hi  ll i ll I l l ll l ll l I ll 11ll [ll ll l ll l l It
.3 .6 .9 1.2 5 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-2 6 -73 CONTROL # D 16mm TASKFlight Film PREPARED BY Post Exposure
FILM SO-368 EMULSION I 018-32G MFG EXPIRATION DATE --
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME-2a j TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME /5SEC. PEED TAN FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500-K- TEMPOF--7-5-TIME R'00" FILTER StatusA__. BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS 4.0 .0
__ -- 3.8SP GR 3.
3.6 3.6pH MAG CX 03
3.4 - 3.4TA
TRP 3.2 --- ----- - 3.2
TRP
KBr 3.0 -- r _ .. -, 3 .0
KB,
21 2, - - -- - -
20
17 2





12 2.0 Green 2.0,
11 - -N











1 1.0 -- 1.0
.8 \ -. 8
Technicolor
.4 - --- ------- .4
ABSOLUTE .2--- - .2
LOG E
AT R.L.E.- 0 -
-10
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.076
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL# _I 70mm TASKF1igh t g im PREPARED BY Pre LX _ re
FILM SO-368 EMULSION # 18-81 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER T-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MaBpei.__ SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1 /50SEc. SPEED TANKS 4 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 0 K TEMPOF 75 FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
TIME -ILTER BASE+ FOG
S 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 '19 21
CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS 4.0 --- 4.0
SP GR 3.8
pH -MAG CX 04 §






































7 2 6 - 1 0 lill I ll l l il ill l il I ll I 1 l i ll 1l1 l ll
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
77
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL I# F 70mm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BYPre ExO sure
FILM 0-.3~____ EMULSION #. 8-81 _ MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME 2 A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
1/50 4 3
TIME SEc. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 0 K TEMP OF 75 TIME -- __ FILTER Status A BASE + FOG
S 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL ll l ll llll
ANALYSIS 4.0 4
SP GR .. - - -






21 2. - f-
19
20 --
12.6 - - - - __ 2.6
Green
17 2.47 A.4





Technicolor ,- - .-.......
1.2 1.23
1 .0 1 11.0
Technicolor -
.4 .4 e "-'- . .
ABSOLUTE .2 2
LOG E
AT R.L.E. - 0
7 . 2 6 - 10 l ll I lt li n II I 1 1 ! 1 ill lm ll ul illl ill'lll II i ll t lll !il llll l l i
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.07
SKYLAB 2
DATE' 6-25-73 CONTROL # F 70mm TASKFlight Film PREPARED BYP2st Exposure
FILM sO-368 EMULSION # 18-81 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBEth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
1/50 4 3
TIME _ SEc. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 55000Q TEMP OF 75 TIME FILTER Visual. BASE + FOG























8 1.6 - 1.6
7 -
S1.4 1 --- .4
42 1. . . .
1 1.0 ___ 1.0









.3 .6 .9 1.2 79 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL # F 70mm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BY Po st
FILM S0-368 EMULSION # 18-81 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504
TIME 1/50 4 3SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 55000 K TEMP OF 75  TIME FILTER Status A BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 1: 15 17 19 21






TRP .2 .. 2
.0 K. r =-,- -- 3.0
21 2.8 - - -
20 -
19 2.6-618 1-- --------- - - - -.- --
17




12 a2.0 - 2.0
11









.6 \ "\  .6
.4 - -
.4"- """ ..... . .. ...... . .. . . .- __. . -
ABSOLUTE .2
LOG E 2
AT R.L.E.- - -
7.26 -10
0 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.080
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL # F 7m n TASK Flight Film PREP,ARED BY Post0" Exal e
FILM. - EMULSION # 1R-! MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
UIME 1/50 4 3TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 55000K_ TEMP OF 75 TIME - FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL llllll ll
ANALYSIS
SP GR 3.8 3.8
3.6 - MAG CX 05 - 3.6
TA
3.2 • - 3.2TR P ---







15 2.2 ___ 2.214 
-
13
12 2.0 - 2.0
11
















LOG E --- 2
AT R.L.E. - 0
7.26 -o10 1111 1 II 1
.3 .6 .9 1.2 81 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL 1 F 70mm TASK _.ight i PREPARED BY -
FILM- SO-368 EMULSION # 1R-81 MFG EXPIRATION DATE -- -
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50 4 3
TIME SEc. SPEED _ TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500K TEMP OF L TIME* FILTER___ tatusl__ BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL H I_.llU l0II l1111 4l.0llI I I l I ll i ll l tlmI IH IIIIIIi lli I
ANALYSIS . -
SP GR - -
3.6 MAG CX 05 3.6pH
3.4 - - 4-TA
".2 3.2--
TRP 3
KBr  3.0. 3.0
2- s-- -- 7171i1 .8
20
19 . _-" ..
18 EN
17 2.4












6 1.4 Blue 1.4
2.2,
2 - - - 1.0
.8 - - .8
.6 6
Technicolor -. -
.4 _- - - - - - --- - - -- ------ .4
ABSOLUTE . - .2
LOG E
AT R.LI.E.= 0
7 . 2 6 _ 10 lTmll I l IIMill iTl 1i Hlll II llll Ill l illlll I ll II l il i l l li  l [lli li Ill
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
82
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL # F 70mm TASKFliqht Film PREPARED BYP e .Exosur
FILM SO-368 EMULSION # 18-81 MFG EXPIRATION DATE -
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME- 2 A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50 4 3TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 0 K TEMP °F 75 TIME_ FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
1 3 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL illll ll lllllll ll
ANALYSIS
3.8r 3.8SP GR .8














12 2.0 - -2.0
















AT R.L.E. - 0-
7 .2 6 - 10 ll11ill I ll 111 11111 11 llllS .3 .6 .9 1.2 83 1.5 1.8 2.1 2,4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL # F 70mm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BY -E~Yrxpura--
FILM SO-368 EMULSION # 18-81 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 0 K CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50SEc. SPEED _ TANKS 4 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3IMM GAMMA
FILTER 5500 0 K TEMP F 7 5 TIME FILTER _ tatusA_ BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS . 4
._ I - r -- -93.8SP GR




.6 - - Blue 2.6
18
214 2 71_-Green-- 
---- 2.2








.8 - ,- .8





AT R.L.E. 0 ----
7.26 -10 TT TT Iill ll I l
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 .2.4 2.7 3.084
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL # F 70rm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BYP .wx ...-.-
FILM so-368 EMULSION # 18-81 MFG EXPIRATION DATE --
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed - INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 (K CHEMISTRY ME-2A .TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50 .4 3TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER .5500 0 K TEMP °F 75 TIME [FILTER Status A BASE + FOG
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21









21 n. 8 ...
20
19 2.6 - - 2.6
17






R e . Red
11













7 .2 6 - 1 0 1 IIIi i ll lll I I  ll llill ill l lllllill il l Illll i! ll l lili ll l l lil i I I i ill
0 .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL # F 70 m TASKFlight Film PREPARED BY Post LNEre n
FILM SO-368 EMULSION # 18--8s MFG EXPIRATION DATE ---
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME- 2A TYPE TD504 E-MAX1/.. D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS .FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA - -
FILTER 5500 0 K TEMP °F 75 TIME_ _ FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21









21 2.8 - _..
20
19 2.6 2.t-"- . . .. .-. . . .
16




12 2.0 *- 2.0,
11





1.2 2 . 1.2
1 .0 - - - 1.0
.8 .8
.6 .6-- -- _ __ _ -- .6
Technicolor __ _
.4 .. - - -. _ - - 4
ABSOLUTE .2 .2---- 
LOG E - -
AT R.L.E. 0
7 .2 6 -10il I IIl III I i ll II I llil l llll l ill l ll
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
86
SKYLAt3 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL #70mm Flight Film PREPArED BY Pre ExposureDATE CONTROL # Flgh PREPARED BY
FILM SO-368 EMULSION # 18-81 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth I SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50 SEC. SPEED TANKS 4 FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA_
FILTER 55Qi(OK_ TEMP OF _5_TIME FILTER Status A BASE + FOG
1 3 5 .7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICALAN  C  l.11111 11 [ I HI II Hi lllillill Hill l m HIl I !1 1 1 ii II li H Illi lll ll ll H ill U I ll llI II H L 4
ANALYSIS 40-4.0
SP GR 3.8 3.8
H 3.6 MAG CX 06 3.6










2.2 -- - Z' ---- Blue
14
13
12 '2.0 -- /-'- Green -- 2.0,
11 Red -- -
6 4- -- --1.
5









AT R.L.E. 0- -- - -
7.26 - 0 I ll llllll ll
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.087
SKYI,AB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL # F 70mm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BY Pre Exposure
FILM -$Lso-368 EMULSION # .. 188-81 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY ME- 2 A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/ 5 0 SEC. SPEED TANKS 4 FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 55000K TEMP OF _5_TIME FILTER visJuai BASE + FOG
1 3 5 .7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS 4. 1 _ 4.0
3.8 - - - - 3.8SP GR -3.





21 2 .8 
-?
20




15 - - -
- --:is
2.2 - - 2.214
13











- - - .8
.6 .
Technicolor .




7 .26 -10 ll l ll l llll
.3 .6 .9 1.2 88 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL # F 70mm TASKFliiht Film PREPARED BY Pr..IZ E(~ .ur.
FILM 50-368 EMULSION # 818-81 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed. INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
1/50 4 3TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 55000 K TEMP oF 715 TIME FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICALLYSIS II. _ ljllt Lm il Iitll lL : Illt llll I illlm illi l 1 Hll lH H ll illllin Il ' I IIl III J il ll l I l , 0
ANALYSIS 4.0
.8 ~--F; - - -3.8SP GR
pH 3 .6  MAG CX 23 3.6
3.4 3.4--TA --





19 - 2.6 ilZ __ -- - ---- 2.6
18
2.4 _ __ - - - - -. - -- -- 2.4
16
15 . - 2.2
13
12 2.0 . . . ,
11
10 1.8 . . . 1.8
9












.4 -- -__ _-- __ -- .4
ABSOLUTE .2 ---.- - - L .2
LOG E
AT R.L.E.- 0 --- -
7 . 2 6 - 10 ll llllllllll il l! ll I lll ll i ll
.3 .6 .9 1.2 89 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
Skylab 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL #F 70mn TASK Flight Film PREPARED BY Pre Exposure
FILM so-368 EMULSION # 18-8 MFG EXPIRATION DATE -----
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMI2850 K CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
ILLUMINANT/50 4 3
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS _FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 55000K TEMP OF 7 5TIME. 4 FILTER Visual BASE + FOG -
S 3 5 ' 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL I LiL1I 1-1 4.0
ANALYSIS
-- ---- - -r-: _ -- - - 3.8
SP GR - -
-- 
- 3.6pH 3.6 MAG CX 23 3.6
TA
_ 
.. . .. . - ...-. 3 .2
TRP




19 2.6 -- 2.6
15




10 1.8 -- =- . _ - 1.8
8 1.6 .6







7.26 ___ __ 7_1I
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2 .7 3.090
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL # F 70mm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BY Post ExoosUr.!a..
FILM SO-368 EMULSION # 18-81 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1 / 5 0 SEc. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE 3'MM GAMMA
FILTER 5nnO~ TEMP 0 F7.5__TIME - FILTER _V.jiia2J BASE + FOG __
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CH EMICALI III I 1 I ll l l n ] I II
ANALYSIS




TR 3.2 _ _ - - 3.0
20 -- _-







____ - ------, ----.___-t- -r -- ;t--l i
12
11





7 . 2 6 - 1 0 l ill I lllii lIl I ll illIll I lllI ll II ll ll lill i ll Ill I il ll i
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
91
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-25-73 CONTROL # F 70mm TASK ElighL-Llm.i PREPARED BY.? Qat.pZ e r-
FILM sO-368 EMULSION # 18-81 MFG EXPIRATION DATE - --
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 2850 "K CHEMISTRY ME-2A TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50sEc. SPEED_ TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE_ MM GAMMA
FILTER 5500_K_ TEMP OF1 LTIME_ FILTER __StutitsL BASE + FOG
1 3 5 .7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0
SP GR -- -





21 2.81 .. . -.....
20
19 - -- -2.6




15 . . .-
14 2.2 Red _ 2.2
13
12 2.0 2.0,11 -__
101 - 1.8
9












7 .2 6 -1 0 ll ll II ll ll ll ll illli lll I I I lllil11 1 1111111111111 ll li
.3 .6 .9 1.2 92 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
vlAl -- 27-73 CONTROL # P 16mm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BY2LeE-Zpsur---
FILM -- 2485 EMULSION # 10 o-0 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY D-1.9 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/100 30 3EC.TIME 1/10 SPEED TANKS 30 FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 5 5-00 . LD.._ TEMP OF__5_TIME FILTER _Visual- BASE + FOG
1 3 5 .7 9 11 13 s 17 19 21
C H EM IC A L II 1 l ] 1 lll llill I I ll ll llllll ll illl lll ! I I il l
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0
SP GR 3. _ 3.8









15 , -- - _z
2.2 - 2.214
13
12 2.0 -- _ 2.0
11








- - - 1.23
2
1.0 - -- _ - .0
.8




AT R.L.E. - 0
5.97 -10
.3 .6 .9 1.2 93 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE6- 6-2.7-73 CONTROL# -- . TASK .it.i1m- PREPARED BY2.as- -r ---
FILM 2485 EMULSION # 108-05 MFG EXPIRATION DATE ---
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (




TIME. 1/10sOEC. SPEED __TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER .5500K + 1 OND- TEMP OF _8_5_TIME FILTER V__ . sua BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL 11111111111




3.6 -t- MAG BV 01 3.6pH
TA - 3.
3. TRP .....-- -..- _ f- --.
TRP
3.0 _ --- 3---- --- --- .0KBr
21 ,.. .--- -- --. 8
K132.62O
19. -"--- - -- ~ -2.6
18
15
2.2 ___ - - - 2.
14 .- -
13
12 2.0 -. 0
11 -- t - --- -
101.8 1.8
8 1.6 - -'- -- 1.6
7
6 1.4 -- - 14
S----- - -
4 '_










5.97-10 I Iil 
I
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.094
I SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-2-7-73 CONTROL # P L6mm TASKFli Z-ilm-- PREPARED BYJeL----
FILM 2485 EMULSION # 108-05 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER T-B . PROCESSOR I -_pee INSTRUMENT MaEe.B t __ SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY D-19 TYPE TD504 D--MAX
TIME -1/10Qc. SPEED TANKS 30 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
FILTER -- TEMP 0 F -- 85TIME FILTER Nis BASE + FOG




3.6 - MAG BV 02- .6pH
3. -------- .4
TA
TRP 3.2 --- - 3.2TRP -•


























5 .9 7 - 10 I i i lli I I il l li l il I I II l Hi llIl l ilill i iti Iil [I 11 11 1 lil l illi  i, it
S .3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.095
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-27-73 CONTROL # P 16mm TASK FlicTht Film PREPARED BY Post Exposure
FILM -2A .. EMULSION # _1_0Q -O5 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY D-19 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
1/100 30- 3TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 55000 K + 1,0ND TEMP OF 85 TIME FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
1 3 5 .7 9 11 13 1 17 19 21
CHEMICAL I I H l il ill iit IL II llilllli 1111 Hi11 1111 |0
ANALYSIS . -- - -- --I .- - - - .
SP GR
3.6 - MAG BV 02 3.6
pH
TA 3.4 __-- 4
TA
3.2 -- - 3.2
TRP
KB,
21 2.8 - -- - -
20









10 18 - --
8 1.6 1.
7





1 1.0 - 1.0
.8 , .-. 8




AT R.L.E. 0 __
5 .97 - 10 ill I Ill IIillll l
.3 .6 .9 1.2 96 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-27-73 CONTROL # T 16mm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BY P" ExLosu
FILM 3401 EMULSION # 384- MFG EXPIRATION DATE-----
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Houston INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( ) --
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY D-19 TYPE T1F;0 .A D-MAX
TIME 1/50SEc. SPEED TANKS 46 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
FILTER 55000K TEMP OF 85 TIME FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
CHEMICAL3 5 7 9 11 13 1 17 
19 21




SP GR .. . -
MAG BH 01 -3.63.6
pH 
3









19 2.-- - -
18.



















"- -- ~-- -- e~ -~-~._, ~ _ 4
ABSOLUTE .2 .
LOG E
AT R. L. E. 0
.3 .6 .9 1.2 97 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-27-73 CONTROL # TI ]m. TASK ElP iLtD Yi PREPARED B  XcD- Epour-
FILM 3401 EMULSION # 384-04 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR H6uston INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY D-19 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER I  TEMP ILTER Vi sna BASE + FOG _
1 3 5 .7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL llli
ANALYSIS .0 -












14 2.2 ___ - ___ __ 2.2
13 -- -
12
18 - -. .------ 1.8









AT R.L.E.-0 . _i
.3 .6 .9 1.2 98 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-27-73 CONTROL # T 16mm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BY Pre ExposurL
3401 384-04
FILM _ EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Houston INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( ) --
ILLUMINANT 2850 o K CHEMISTRY D-19 TYPE TD504 D-MAXTIME 1/50 46 3TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA__
FILTER 55000 K TEMP F 85 TIME FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19
CHEMICAL I lil4.ill ll
ANALYSIS 4 0
SP GR





19 2.6 _.-- - -- - -. 6




9 -- -- - -- - -- -- ---- .--  . .------ ---
1.6 . _ .. . . .6
6 .4f-- - t-- 1.
5 - _ _ _ _ _- - - - - - _ _ _ _
2.2 F-- _- -- - 1.2
14 -- ---
1 1.0 2_ . ... --- 1.0,
.8 1 .6 -i- .8
.4 - -6 -- - -- --- - - - ----
Technicolor .6
ABSOLUTE .2 -----.--- -. 2
LOG E
AT R.L.E. = 0 -"
7 .26 -10 T IT I I - I llllill II
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.099
SKYLAB 2
UA It 6-27-73 CONTROL # T 16mm TASK Fliaht Film PREPARED BY.~. ~-- x - --
FILM 3401 EMULSION # 384-04 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Houston INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY D-19 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50SEC. SPEED _ TANKS 46 FPM APERTURE SIZE_3 MM GAMMA _7
FILTER 5500 K- TEMP OF&-S5-TIME FILTER N3,- BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CH EM ICA L I l l11111 ill i IIIII II ll l J 1 ] ll l lli
ANALYSIS - -
-
3.8 - 3.8SP GR 
-






21 2.8 -_-_ - -
20
19 ---- 2.6
18 " - ------------ t-- ... -
17
16




11 - - - ll- ------
10 1.8-






.8 , 1 .8
.6 -- - -- .6
Technicolor .
.4 - - I-- .4
ABSOLUTE .2 --- .2
LOG E 2
AT R.L.E.- 0 ---
7 .26 - 10 o ll Ill I I ll llill li i ll ll
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0100
SKYLAB 2
DATE ' 7-3-73 CONTROL # M 35mm TASK F.ia PREPARED BY .Er-p LPa --
FILM SO-212 EMULSION i - MFG EXPIRATION DATE. ---
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 o K CHEMISTRY D-76 TYPE TD504 D-MAX1/50 4 3TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE _M GAMMA
FILTER 55000 K TEMP F Z76TIME 8 50" FILTER Visual BASE 4- FOG
1 3 5 .7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL 11 1 1 l H ILL H 1 0IL Hi 11 1 I il I
ANALYSIS .. 0
3.8 - - - - ------
SP GR 3.8
3_ -- ... __ -I 3.6
pH 
TA 3.4 - -.
TRP





.6 _~1 7 I -- .
18
17 . .. 2.4
16
15 2.2- -_. - _. 2
14 ~ ----- -- --_--_------
13
12 2.0 . .. . 2.0 ,
11
0 --- ------ 1.8
8 1. 1 .










AT R.L.E. 0 . ...-.
7 .26 - Io l lll ll I illIll l.ll I I .I 52I. 2I 0llil lllll I i l lli li il Il l
•.3 .6 .9 1.2 101 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SK LAB 2
DATE 17-3-73 CONTROL # M 35mm TASK -i PREPARED BY -.J "a u
FILM SO-212 EMULSION # 4-1 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
FILM~I EtvALLSIOIN MFG
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 2850 o K CHEMISTRY D-76 TYPE TD504_ D-MAX
TIME 10SEc. SPEED. TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
FILTER 550)]0K_ TEMP F_ .5_-TIME___8_5_o_ FILTER_ VLiaa-1 BASE FOG
S3 5 .7 9 1.1 13 is 17 19 21
C H EM IC A L I 11it il I i l l lu H llI Il Il ] I I i llll1 11 HIH lIl l i I l
ANALYSIS
3.8---i -1-- -1.SP GR 3. -
3.6pH










19 2 .6 2.. . .. . . .. . . .6
1 8 . . . .-- --
17 -- -
2.4 - -- 2.4
16
2.2 - -- ------ .2.2
14 ---- -- -
13-
12 2.0 2.0,






TchticolorABSOLUTE . .1 /02
Technicolor . -__ ..
ABSOLUTE .2 .2
LOG E
AT R.L.E. - 0
7 .26 - 10 . iill1]-I H/1f'/ ill i 1n il l I i n I- H I' H IIIII Ilnl1' 4 llli III l n i l - I-Ill lilT ITiTT
. 3 .6 .9 1.2 102 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
UIAIL 7-3-73 CONTROL # M 35mm TASK Flight Film PREPARED BN °Psust Exp-r
FILM -212 EMULSION # 4--1- MFG - EXPIRATION DATE --
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( ) -
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY D-76 TYPE TD504-MAX
TIME 1/50 4 3TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE _MM GAMMA .--
FILTER 55000 K TEMP °F 76 TIME 8'50" FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL  lLLLiL il i Lll1HimI IHIL L CL IllIiLUHLl ] I lIl IH LLL H ilIHIHHIll]iJlIllHIHII J _
ANALYSIS 4.0 --
3.8---- 3.8SP GR 3.8 . -
3.6l-. - --- 3.6
pH




19 2.6 2-_ -__.6
17 -e2.4------- -
16 --
15 .2 -- .2
14
13













.4 ;:; -- 7i- ---. 4
ABSOLUTE .2 _........
LOG E . -2
AT R.L.E.- 0 -----
7 .2 6 -I0 ll ull H i i ll T ilm llll lin i ll ll i llii lllll l l l l lI ll m lT T T II I Til H
.3 .6 .9 1.2 103 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 7--3-73 CONTROL # M 35mm TASK Fl-igt Film PREPARED BY_ Post Ex)posure
SO-212 4-1
FILM EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE ------
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY D-76 TYPE TD504 D-MAXILLM A1/50 4 3
TIME 1 SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 55OiL TEMPOF 7_6__TIME 8'50" FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
C3 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL I lll i II lilll i ll i il ill l4.0
ANALYSIS
SP GR -. 8
3.6 __ 3.6
pH - 3.
A- -- 3.... -- . - ---- -. 4
T A. .- - -
TRP 3. 3.






10 1.8 . . . _ 1.8
9 -- +-3r - -i- - ,----~----. --- -i -- t-1 .
8 16 - 1.6





.8 _ -/- ---. 8
.6 1 r- :t--r-=--t-i~ -~- $-~-~------t--T~~~ .6
Technicolor
.4 - -- - -- - -- --- .4
ABSOLUTE .2 
.2
LOG E - - --
AT R.L.E. 0 
-
7 .2 6 - I0 oIl ll1 1 l I l illu m ith1 li ill l lli ll ll llll ll
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.3 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0104
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-30-73 CONTROL I v 16mm TASKFlight Film PREPARED BYPreEx ur
1 01
FILM 103aO EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Houston 16 INSTRUMENT MacBeth ISPEED.(
ILLUMINANT 3000 oK CHEMISTRY D-19B TYPE TD217DR D-MAX
2 26' 2TIME oSEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
2650 A 75 : VisualFILTER 2650 A TEMP OF TIME - FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
1 5 '7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21




FILM LAUNCHED IN OWS
. ---- 3 6  - 3.6
p H
3.4 --- 1 3.4
TA
TR P 3.2 - - - 3.2
TRP
KBr . -- 3.0
KB,
' - -- ----- .8
20
19 1 2.6 -(1-2.6---2- -6
18
17 2.4_- - ___ - - 2.4
16----
15
2.2 -- 2-- - .2 - _ __2.
14
13
12 '2.0 ---- - 2.0
11
10 1.8 ------- - 1.8
9








. . . 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
30
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-30-73 CONTROL I V 16mm TASK _Flihtfi PREPARED BYPJ_Q X.e1-
01
FILM 103aO EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE --------
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Iouston 16 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
ILLUMINANT 3000 °K CHEMISTRY D-19B TYPE TD217DR D-MAX
2 26 2
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE _MM GAMMA
FILTER 2650 A TEMP F 75 TIME FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
1 3 7 9 11 13 1 17 19 21
CHEMICAL  l111r11l illl HIlll i I ill .I i l ll IllimLill fIlinLiL LL ]_HUHP11111U1 HI 'H 1,
ANALYSIS 4.0 4.0
SP GR
3.6 _ -- FILM LAUNCHED IN OWS --.-- - 3.6
TA
3.2 __ . ... .'- - ... _ 3.2
TRP
TR 33.0 .0----- . 3.
KBr
1 - - --------- . .. _, ' -
20
18
15 ,--- -. .














- 1 0 1 1 II I I l l il ll l l li i ll l li ll l ll i l l l l II il i ille i i llI ll l l l H
o3 .6 .9 1.,2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0106
SKYLAB 2
DATE 6-30-73 CONTROL # V 16mm TASK Flisht Film-- PREPARED BY Post ExMoo-s ti03
FILM 1Oo-0 EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Houston 16 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( ) -
ILLUMINANT 3000 oK CHEMISTRY D-19B TYPE TD217DR D-MAX
2 26 2
TIME -- SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA2650 A 75 Visual 0.47
FILTE 2650 A TEMP OF TIME FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
S 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 1 19 21








21 2.0 -- -~ . " _ .
20
19__ 2.6 t--
18 . ..... .



















AT R.L.E. =  0 ---------
- 10 111 111i HiM 1 1Wl 1 II1 T fTh j 1l]H 1 111 11111111111111 1 = 7 7 I II II1 1i i F
.3 .6 .9 1.2 107 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SECTION IV
SO-212 FILM HOUSTON CONTROL
SKYLAB 2
DATE 7-3-73 CONTROL # M 35mm TASK Huston Control PREPARED BY Pre
SO-212
FILM -212 EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 2.850 OK CHEMISTRY D-76 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50 4 3.
TIME 1/50 SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 55000 K TEMPOF 76.TIME 8'50" FILTER Visual BASE + FOG









21 2.8 87 _ ---- - - _
20
19 2 _ - -- - _.- - 2.
18-- --














1.0 - __ 1.0
.8 -- / 8 -- .
.6 .6
Technicolor .6




7 . 2 6 - 10o .ll llll ll I II l III ill H i llilt Illill ia ll I lll ll ill 1 1 IrrT- l TTT l -l
.3 .6 .9 - 1.2 108 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE 7-3-73 CONTROL # Ml 3 5m TASKHI-Iuston Control PREPARED BY Post
FILM SO-212 EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE ---
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED
ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY D-76 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME ,, 1/50 SEC. SPEED TANKS - FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
55000K 76 8 '50" VisualFILTER 5500 0 K TEMP OF _  TIME - 0 FILTER BASE + FOG -
S3 5 O 11 13 s15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL ill rlll il i ll ll I
ANALYSIS -- --
S 3.8 -_ __ ~ 1 --- -t- - --
p---- H 3.6TA













8 1.6 -- - -- f1.6
7
6 1.4 -1 -.. ......-- - .4
A1 1. _ --- +--r- ------- - - - - -
.8 .. .8
.6 I -.. 6
Technicolor .
.4 " _ - _- '- - -. 4
ABSOLUTE .2 . .. .. ..- --..-- .  --
LOG E 
.
AT R.L.E.:- 0 __--
7.26 -10
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 24 2.7 3.0109
SECTION V
SO0-212 FILM HEAD AND TAIL CONTROL
SKYLAB 2
DATE 7-3-73 CONTROL #1 M 35mm TASK ir-LC_lt;Ll PREPARED BY
FILM SO-212 EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
2850 D-6 TD54ILLUMINANT 2850 OK CHEMISTRY TYPE _TDb04 D-MAX
TIME 1/50 SEc. SPEED TANKS 4 FPM APERTURE SIZE 3 MM GAMMA
FILTER 5000 K TEMP OF 7 6 TIME 8 5 0 1" FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21




TA -- -- .4
TR P -. .3.2-
K1Br
20
1 1 ------ & '-- - , ___
17 2.4 - -- - - 2.4
16
15---
14 - t22=~- -
14
13









8 -  ------ .8
.6 - .6
Technicolor
.4 . 4- - - -------- .
ABSOLUTE .2 - -----
LOG E
AT R.L.E.- 0
7 .26 -10 ililll l lillI
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1].0 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SKYLAB 2
DATE CONTROL # M 35m TASK Tail Con trQl PREPARED BY '
FILM .s. -212 EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR 'Hi-zSpeed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 2850 oK CHEMISTRY D--76 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME 1/50 SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE IMM GAMMA55000K 71 8'50" VisualFILTERTEMP OF TIME FILTER i  BASE + FOGFILTERTEMPF TIME
1 3 5 .7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21











17 .- E42.4 2.4C
2.2




12 2O - 2.0,
10 18
9




1 1.0 --- -- 1.0
.8 .--- .8
Technicolor
.4 .-- .. . ___ __ -___.
ABSOLUTE .2 .. .. -. -. . .2
LOG E
AT R.L.E.- 0
7.26 -10 1 11 -1u111 1,11 1 1 1 1 1
.3 .6 .9 1.2 111 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SECTION VI
X-RAY SENSITOMETRY TEST-EXPERIMENT S-056
X-Ray Sensitometry
DATE 7--73 CONTROL # M 35mm TASK Test PREPARED BY - --
FILM SO-212 EMULSION # 4-1 MFG EXPIRATION DATE -
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBethl SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 2850 o K CHEMISTRY D-76 TYPE TD504 D-MAX1/50 4 3TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE S!ZE MM GAMMA--
FILTER 5500 0 K TEMP OF 76 TIME 8'50" FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
1 3 5 .7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21




H 3.6-- - --------- - - -=--.
TA
T Z.2 --- 3.2TRP
KB,
210 -
20 F-- -I-t---l- ---------- -- ----- l----;1- !~~~
17
18





2.0 - - ------ 012 2. ,
11 . ,-
10 . -- - 1.8




5 ----- - -- --- - -









AT R.L.E. 0 - - --
7.26 -10 T I
.3 .6 .9 1.2 112 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
LO112
X-Ray Sensitometry Test
DATE 7-2-73 CONTROL # M 35am TASK Aerospace PREPARED BY--
Visual
FILM sO-212 EMULSION # 4-1 MFG EXPIRATION DATE ---------
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER Herrnfeld PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT - oK CHEMISTRY D-76 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
4 3
TIME SEc. SPEED TANKS 4  FPM APERTURE SIZE . mM GAMMA .
FILTER 1.70ND+80A+82B TEMPOF 76IME 8'50" FILTE R  Visual BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICAL I L " I I l I I L4.0
ANALYSIS
3.8 AEROSPACE VISUAL SENSITOMETRY -3-.---- -----SP GR
:.6 :'--' 3.6
pH
3.4 - . . ]TA
--- _ .--__-- l _ I_ _I_ _)_ I I If __ ~ ~
3._ 3.2
TRP
T ~~ R ._- - _ ....- =~--- t" --- ~~~---F ....
K B. 0 - -_ _ . . . ' '. . . . .:-- - - 3 .0
KB,
,1 ~ 8 F - ' -- t ,-----C-) ;-+"tltl-'- ~~;;-;-i f
20























AT R.L.E. - 0
-10 I1 m IlM Tml: I I I l ll
.3 .6 .9 1.2 1.5 1.0 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
113
7-2-73 X-Ray Sensitometry Test
DATE _ 7____ CONTROL # M 35mm TASK Lsk sl_~_rll PREPARED BY
FILM SO-212 EMULSION # 4-1 MFG EXPIRATION DATE. -
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER 8A X-Ray PROCESSOR Hi-Speed INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED (
ILLUMINANT OK CHEMISTRY D-76 TYPE D504 D-MAX
TIME SEC. SPEED TANKS 4 FPM APERTURE SIZE_ 3 MM GAMMA
FILTER TEMP OF 76 TIME 8'50" FILTER Visual BASE + FOG _ _
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 1s 17 19 21
CHEMICAL 4.0 4.0ANALYSIS 
- 3







19 2.6 - - - _ -- - - - 2.6
17
--
 2.4 - 2.4
16






8 1.6 - -- - - 1.6
7










ABSOLUTE .2 .. .2
LOG E__
AT R.L.E.r 0 - ' - -_ --
- 1 0 II I l l ll ll I ll Ill l llI I ll Illi Illi ill ll l i ll I lll ll ll ill i i l li
.3 .6 .9 1.2 114 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
7-2-73 X-Ray Sensitonetry Test
DATE CONTROL # M 35im TASK Aero2Lpace PREPARED BY
FILM sa-212 EMULSION # 4-1 MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER PROCESSOR Ii-Speed INSTRUMENT Ma c lBeth SPEED(
ILLUM!NANT X-Ray OK CHEMISTRY D-76 TYPE TD504 D-MAX
TIME._ SEC. SPEED TANKS 4 FPM APERTURE SIZE __3 _MM GAMMA
FILTER __ TEMP OF 7 6  TIME 8':50" FILTER Visual BASE + FOG __
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21







TRP 3.2 -_-------- .. - - --- 1- -+- 3.2TRP
B _ 3--0 ..... ....KB,


















1.0 -- "- - . 1.0
.67- _ -t- _ _ - .6-6





- 10 l IH I ill  ll lli I llll I I ll il l ll l li ll
.3 .6 .9 1.2 115 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SECTION VII
103aO Film Houston Control
DATE 16-30-73 CONTROL # V 16mm TASKHQa D .ta1 PREPARED BY.I)--
FILM 103ao EMULSION # MFG _ EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Houston 16 INSTRUMENT MacBeth _ SPEED (
ILLUMINANT 3000 oK CHEMISTRY D-19B TYPE TD217DR D-A
TIME 2 26 2
TIME 2 SEC. SPEED ____TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA .
FILTER 2650 A TEMPoF 7 5 TIME __ FILTER Visual BASE FOG
1 3 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
ANALYSIS
3.M . ... ----i---- 3
SP GR




21 -2.8 _ _I--.-8
20








LO E -- - ----.




E l 1. 2 1-. 2-- - _--- ------------ 3
1.0 . . . 1.2 .15 1.8 . . -- . .0
6-30-73 V 16mm
UAIE 6 CONTROL # TASKHouston Contral PREPARED BY Post
FILM lQ .... EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Houston 16 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 3000 oK CHEMISTRY D-19B TYPE TD217DR D-MAX
TIME 2 SE SPEED__26 2TIME SEc. SPEED TANKS FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 2650 A TEMP OF 75TIME FILTER BASE + FOG
CH 3 M C 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
CHEMICALJl ll llt I ll
ANALYSIS -.- -..
_ _ -- E- --- -- 3.8
SP GR -
pH 3.6
- -H_ _----- 
-
3.4 TA _ 3.4TA
TRP -.
2
K.0 - . .- -- - --.- - 3.0
KB17 .
21- --- . .
120
19 - - 22.-
8
11- - -- ... /
1 8 f- - r - ----_ ----- 1--
4
2 /---. .
3 1-1.0--- --- .0
10
8 1 - .8
.6 -- .6
Technicolor






.3 . . 1.2 15 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
SECTION VIII
103aO FILM HEAD AND TAIL CONTROL
DATE 6-30-73 CONTROL II V ]63nun TASK Head Control PREPARED BY
FILM 103ao EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Houston 1.6 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED(
ILLUMINANT 3000 OK CHEMISTRY D-19B TYPE TD217DR D-MAX
TIME 2 SEC. SPEED _TANKS 26 FPM APERTURE SIZE 2 MM GAMMA
FILTER 2650 A TEMP OF 75 TIME FILTER Visual BASE + FOG
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21







7- - --- - --- ' -
KBr  0 3.0
20 -. 0
17
7. 6 -----= -. _ ---...---- ---" .6
14
13
12 . . 1 2.0
10 1.
1 1 1 1 1 1.2
1 f 1 1.0 mil ITITT7 = ' 11 1 11111D1.0
.6 .
.8 /.E--0- 
i IIIH IIim illi II I I I II lilli --Il l I il-lllill H l l
.3 .6 .9 1.2 11 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0
DATE' 6-30-73 CONTROL # V 16mm TASK Tail Control PREPARED BY
FILfM o03ao EMULSION # MFG EXPIRATION DATE . --
EXPOSURE DATA PROCESSING DATA DENSITOMETRY
SENSITOMETER I-B PROCESSOR Houston 16 INSTRUMENT MacBeth SPEED ( )
ILLUMINANT 3000 oK CHEMISTRY D-19B TYPE TD217DR D-MAX
2 26 2TIME 2 SEc. SPEED TANK2S FPM APERTURE SIZE MM GAMMA
FILTER 7.5~D A _ TEMP °F.2..___TIME FILTER Vinal BASE + FOG







TRP. . . .
3.0 F- . , .; -0KBr
2 9 __ 0. ....- _ ., __._
17
13 --16 . . --- -.
15
;~--..... I ..... iI I
13






9 / - 1.0
.6 c ---- - .6
Technicolor-
-10-
.3 .6 .9 19 .5 1.8 2. 2..7 3.
NASA-JSC
"2.... . . .-- -
AT /.L.---
.10 /IIH III IIIII i l 1illIIlli l| 81W il ~ l l m l iH ilI H l i H H il U
. . = .4 .__2 1 9 1518 . . . .
NASA-JSC
